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About This Game

Off you go! Get ready for trucking challenges that will keep you on the edge of your seat as you hitch up and haul your way
across the ‘extreme roads’ of this massive map and unforgiving terrain. Accept your assignments, select your trucks, and

transport all sorts of goods along the toughest routes on their matching trailers.

Earned cash can be spent on new trucks and their tuning – the investment will be worthwhile. Proceed to modify your truck
visually (including logos and license plates). The customization can be extended with your own pictures for door logos, license

and window plates. Same goes for the in game radio – enjoy a country music soundtrack or your very own playlist.

Manhandle menacing road passages and cross demanding country sides and hill ranges. Each truck and every trailer offers
unique function and handling designed to boost your driving skills. Progress and collect all the achievements. Test your nerves,

put it all on the line, and determine if you have what it takes to become ‘king of the road’.

Features

5 trucks with different driving qualities

5 trailers with different driving qualities

Bold and thrilling vehicle physics

Huge, diversified landscape with real ‘extreme roads’
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Tuning with wide influence on the vehicle physics

Extensive truck design (including logos and license plates) for your individual style

Expand on door logos, license and window plates with your own pictures

Dynamic weather with atmospheric day / night cycles

In game radio, capable of playing your own audio files

Full controller support for cruising on your couch
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Title: Extreme Roads USA
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7 or 8

Processor: Intel Core2Duo / AMD X2 CPU, min. 2.4 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT 240 / AMD Radeon HD 3700, min. 256MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German
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wast of money game sucks get euro truck simulator 2 is a way better game. Graphics are horrible, very glitchy. NPC cars AI is
non existant. They drive about 5-10 mph and stop alot. Only 2 camera views, no rear view. Can not see to hook up trailor.
Reminds me of a bad 90's game. The game will freeze every time, normally within the first 10 min. This is my first UIG game,
with I had read about them first. I was hoping it would be a good MAC Truck sim, but lt is not. I will never buy from them
again. I DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS GAME TO ANYONE. The first Euro Truck Sim is decades ahead of this game..
Thinking that this was a good truck driving game I gave it a whirl trust me save your money and don't. i do not recomend this
game, because it's to glitchy?. This looks and plays like it was coded by a child, appalling handling, terrible scenery, total
rubbish.
Steam should remove this game as it is not fit for purpose.
DON'T BUY IT
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dont even waste your money in this useless game. This game is dont even finish control suck .. all i get is lag gameplay
(random)... Gameplay Here!

http:\/\/youtu.be\/uT1qAvBYY68. Junk, just plain junk.
Poor graphics, poor interaction and several parts are in German only it seems. Overall sub-standard experience. 18WoS was
100% better even for it's age, hell even rig-n-roll is a better game, buyer beware.. Game is very awful! Doesnt use good physics
and jobs are terrible. Landscape is crap and the driving mechanics are sloppy.. Not worth the time. The graphics and physics are
like a step backwards.. Good intentions but needs more conent.. The "Extreme" in the title refers to how bad this game is. The
map is extremely small, the trucks handle extremely bad, the AI is extremely spastic, the bugs are extremely prolific and
annoying, etc. DO NOT BUY, or at least DO NOT PLAY if you are a collector. At best this is not a truck simultator, its a
simulation of a truck simulator.

Pros: nice lighting

Cons: everything else

Worst offences:
Trailers seemed oversized and some are extremely top heavy causing you to roll even at slower speeds (30mph). Sometimes it
will just jackknife instead for something different. Turning trees off does help mitigate this, but the game forgets your settings
and still places them in other areas. It seems you have to turn them off 4 times to cover the whole map.
Controls are extremly sensitive and the limited options dont seem to have any affect on that. Combined with the constant
drifting (which is not caused by lack of deadzone) you will often experience the problem above.
Speed is slow, 1st truck is luck to get to 40mph, 2nd can get to 50mph. Speed gauge only has 45 and 90 displayed on the dial.
Terrible map design. There are parts of the road that have guard rails on the edge of the lane, not the edge of the road.
Combined with the 2 problems above, you will soon start driving offraod to avoid crashing and getting stuck. Driving offroad is
possible since trees are only imaginary. You can get stuck on uneven ground though, or smash into a mound of dirt that is a little
too steep. Some parts of the road have chunks i them as well. The roads are very limited and can all be driven in under an hour.
There is an annoying section at the bottom that doesnt connect and results in driving half way around the entire map just to get
to the other side. Extremely annoying when you are on the wrong side and meant to be on the other.
Faulty map and lack of GPS means you will sometimes have trouble finding where you are meant to go. Part of the map is
outside the map boarders so if you need to drive there, you are going blind because it wont show on the minimap. Also you will
need to stop while checking the map, becasue the game wont pause. Looking at the whole map and not returning to your
location, while cause the minimap to not show where you are anymore.
NO SAVES: seriously, if you play a few hours and the game crashes, tough luck. The only way to save is exit the game.
AI is extremely slow, except when they come from behind and smash your truck off the road. Ram the cops as you see fit, there
is no penalty aside from normal crash damage. Your truck does seem to be extremely light though, so expect to get plently of air
time.
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